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DECORATIVE GLASS



COLORED GLASS

BACK PAINTED GLASS

GlasPro is unique in offering dozens of vibrant base hues in its Color Toolbox™ for decorative and structural colored glass 
applications. The Color Toolbox spectrum of tinted glass is capable of creating millions of possible combinations of custom colors. 
No other glass fabricator gives you the ability to choose from this number of colors and translucencies, combine layers of glass and 
produce the GlasPro colored glass of your dreams.

GlasPro Back Painted glass is vibrant decorative glass that adds a clean and sophisticated look to any space. Made of non-staining, 
low-iron, tempered glass, GlasPro back painted glass solutions offer virtually limitless color options. Choose from one of our 
standard colors or request any color of your liking, from Pantone® to all major paint brands. The glass has a standard surface finish 
of non-ghosting gloss but is also available in matte-lustre or other surface options. 



PATTERNS ON GLASS

GRADIENT GLASS

The GlasPro Cocktail Collection has been inspired by two of our favorite things, fashion and happy hour. These permanent and 
durable patterns on glass can be combined with any of our decorative glass techniques.  Make a one of a kind look that will stand 
the test of time with the GlasPro Cocktail Collection.

GlasPro Gradient Glass is made using direct-to-glass printing techniques that create the gradient effect. Gradient glass is for 
interior applications such as partitions, conference rooms, and railings. While the glass is an ideal solution for privacy, many GlasPro 
customers use it for decorative purposes.



MIRRORS & SPECIALTY REFLECTIONS

TEXTILES IN GLASS

GlasPro Mirrors give a sense of depth to walls, partitions, doors, displays, ceilings, furniture, and elevators, giving the sense of 
a larger space. Further, the decorative GlasPro mirrors, used in this multitude of applications, add an unmatched elegance and 
contemporary feel to any project.

GlasPro’s extraordinary line of 18 textiles in glass bring a sense of elegance and intrigue to any space. The glass is a available in 
four levels of translucency.



TEXTURED GLASS

TRANSLUCENT & OPAQUE GLASS

GlasPro’s newest additions to the textured glass line include four low-iron options. The Low-iron Collection features textured glass 
that creates privacy while allowing light to filter in.

We offer a broad range of translucent and opaque glass. When light encounters transparent glass, almost all of it passes directly 
through. When some light passes through the glass, it is considered translucent – also known as frosted glass. When light strikes 
opaque glass none of it travels through. Opaque glass is generally used where full privacy is essential.



DIGITAL PRINTING ON GLASS

DICHROIC GLASS

Our Art Department offers a complete range of services to take your idea from the drawing board to completion with unparalleled 
service and customer support. We specialize in collaborating with clients to develop unique and innovative solutions to design 
needs which include silk-screened, fritted patterns – both standard and custom, custom color matching in laminated and back-
painted products, and digital imaging services.

GlasPro Dichroic Glass is available as a standard in clear and also available in low iron glass. We offer 3 colors: Sapphire Dawn, 
Emerald Evening, Amber Dusk


